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SPRING 2020

Greetings from
the Board of
Sacramento Area Reading Association (SARA)
Dear SARA Friends,
My, how our lives have changed in such an incredibly short time, changed for ourselves
as educators, changed for our students and for our families. Our planet is in the throes
of a huge crisis and we are all making daily adjustments. Our April conference had to
be cancelled due to the Shelter in Place decree and refunds were sent to all registered
guests. The annual Writers’ Showcase, honoring your student authors, also needed to be
cancelled.
You might be asking why SARA is sending out a newsletter at this time with remote
teaching and no gatherings and priorities changing.
One answer is that sending our Spring newsletter is a bit of normal at a time when very
little is normal, and no one knows for how long the “new” normal will last. So, we
decided sending our usual newsletter with some ideas, some reminders, some thoughts
for the new school year would provide a little bit of normal.

Fathers, Mothers,
Sisters, Brothers, a
Collection of
Family Poems by
Mary Ann
Hoberman

We’re offering some teaching ideas you might suggest to your students’ families. We’re
seeking your ideas on how Sacramento Area Reading Association can best serve you
now and in the 2020-2021 school year. We’re talking about event plans for you and your
students for next school year, the planning happening in spite of not knowing what the
new year will involve. For the current stay at home days and evenings we thought
reading a mystery might take minds off of the changes and worries, so you’ll find
Joanne’s author suggestions. Hopefully, you’re still reading to your own children and
remotely to your students, so as always, we have the Book Nook.
Most of all, let’s get discussion going on our Sacramento Area Reading Association
Facebook, with you sharing what you’re doing, what’s working, what’s not about remote
teaching. What are you doing to keep you and your family sane and friendly while
cooped up at home?

SARA is now on Facebook!
Like us on Facebook at:

https://www.facebook.com/sacareareading/

https://sacareareading.com/

You’re invited to share your ideas to us by responding to any of the officers listed in this newsletter about how
S.A.R.A. can serve you and your colleagues. What events would you like to see continue? What new events and
ideas do you have? We’re here for you and are open to your thoughts.
NOTE: California Reading Association has cancelled the Nov. 13-14 Conference due to Covid-19. The
conference will be held in Oct. 2021, at McClellan Conference Center.
Also, due to Covid-19 SARA has discontinued plans for our October 10, 2020 conference. No groups larger than
10 will be the norm for an undetermined time.
Without a conference, what would you like to see offered by SARA? Please let us know.
Sincerely,
Christine Squires - President SARA
(916) 996-2108
Judy Miranda - Treasurer and Past President SARA
(916) 421-9870
Joanne Arellanes – Secretary and Past President SARA
(916) 635-6007
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

YES, DISTANCE LEARNING IS POSSIBLE FOR EVERYONE
By SARA Board members
Oh, how times have changed for teachers, for students, for schools, for families…
for everyone. … and for how long? With distance learning now the way to teach,
SARA is offering ideas and websites and articles for your classes and to suggest for
families.
One article (www.chalkbeat.org) that fits well is titled “Homeschooling ‘stressful and painful’? This teacher says
it’s OK to blow it off, sometimes.” Parents wonder how to get their children ready for the next grade when schools
open in the Fall. Quoting the author, Rachel Kurtz-Phelan, “Parents of children not old enough to work
independently need to focus on just getting through this with everyone’s sanity and physical well-being intact.”
She lists suggestions that children of all ages do, including read, read, read. Cook. Play with blocks, Legos,
puzzles and board games. Be creative when boredom hits. Parents might provide suggestions and materials, but
not directions to overcome boredom. Assemble models. All of these are good ideas not just for sheltering in place
but for week-ends and summers when life becomes more normal.
Edutopia magazine posted an article helpful to families especially where parents are working from home and also
responsible for schooling of children in different grades. “Why Learning at Home Should be More Self-Directedand Less Structured.” Doesn’t that sound hopeful for families strained with meeting so many needs? The article
provides useful, excellent hands-on ideas for exploring science, social studies, math, English language Arts, and
the Arts.
Do families know that libraries have digital catalogues and books available?
https://edutopia.org/article/why-learning-home -should-more-self-directed-and-less-structured. What wonderful
ideas to recommend to families.
What can children do at home that incorporate reading, writing, speaking, listening and thinking? And even add
in the other core subjects? And avoid packets of paper practice?
How about putting on a puppet show? Children can create their inventive puppets out of simple materials, perhaps
mimicking animals they see on shows. With their puppets they can write and/or speak the scripts with their own
characters, plots, story lines. All family members can be creative.
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Families can make a scheduled part of the day reading time for everyone, and then talk about what they’ve read.
Teachers and parents are doing more reading aloud stories at home and with distance learning. Consider spending
more time with a book, asking students to create alternative endings to the story, or add in a new character, or
change the plot or change the location. Within a family each member could separately make a change, write it or
record it depending on age, then come back together to see the new stories. Perhaps a child will talk about how a
character would spend shelter in place time, and how that character would react. Some interesting discussions
about feelings might result.
In a March email to “Good Morning America” the American Academy of Pediatrics recognized that children of
all ages will be using more screen time. They made suggestions of ways to deal with the increase. In addition to
the obvious with the family using social media to check in and make social connections with friends and family,
AAP suggests taking children to work without leaving home. Encourage imaginative “work” play that can show
children a part of parents’ work. The Academy also suggests that parents monitor their own media and technology
use as well as monitoring children’s.
The goal during this time with different styles of teaching than are used in a
classroom with a group of students is to encourage children’s curiosity, their
individuality and their love of learning.
During a conversation with a grandparent, we were discussing how to have their Facetime or Zoom calls with
grandchildren be opportunities to help the parents. They did a Treasure Hunt when together for a family reunion.
So we talked about having one that can be played long distance, with a list to be hunted sent by the grandparent
and an arranged tele-meeting for the children to show off their findings. Board games can be played together after
grandparents have sent a duplicate game to the family. What activities that grandparents like to do when together
with their young ones can be adjusted to still be done together from a distance? Ahhh, creativity again.
Tierney Cahill, Principal, Alice Maxwell Elementary School, Sparks, Nevada posted this list of ideas for families.
Interview a family member. * Measure the area and perimeter of each room in your home. * Graph the types of
birds that frequent your yard or windows. * Be completely silent for 60 minutes, then write about the experience.
* Write and mail a [real] letter to your teacher or principal or classroom pen-pal. *Build a "fable fort" out of
blankets and chairs. Camp in it all day while you create stories to tell your family over dinner. *Learn Morse Code
and use it to communicate with your siblings through walls and floors. * Alphabetize the spices in your kitchen.
* Stay up late and stargaze. * Call a grandparent or older relative. Ask them to teach you the words to a song from
their childhood days or conduct an oral history interview about what school and life were like when they were
your age, record it if you can. * Using household materials, build a working rain gauge, barometer, and wind
vane. * Determine and chart the times that different liquids require to turn solid in the freezer. * Design and build
puppets that perform a show about multiplication. *Construct a family tree. * Learn ten new big words. Write
them in marker on your bathroom mirror. * Draw a map of your home or neighborhood. * Sit silently for 15
minutes while you write down every sound you hear. When you are done, classify the sounds (high/low pitch,
high/low volume, manmade v. naturally occurring, etc.). * Create a Venn Diagram that compares and contrasts
two people in your family, your neighborhood, or your church, mosque, or temple. * Learn, practice, and perform
a magic trick. * Learn, practice, and tell three new jokes. * Use household materials to make and play stringed,
percussion, and wind instruments. * Learn to shine a pair of shoes. * Collect leaves from ten different (nonharmful) plants. Sort them by size, color, and texture. * Put your favorite book, toy, and keepsake on a small table
in sunlight. Draw or paint a full color still life. Find, pick, and dissect a flower. * If you have stairs, walk up and
count them. Walk down and count by twos. Walk up and count by threes. Continue through tens. * Determine the
volumes of ten containers, them display them in order on your porch. * Write a poem on your sidewalk using
chalk. * Classify twenty everyday objects by shape, size, color, height, mass, and material. * Measure the length
of your bed using five different nonstandard units. * Call a person who speaks a language you do not. Ask them
to teach you five common words or phrases.
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Create and use a secret code. * Using one type of paper (constant), build three different paper airplanes
(independent variable) and test to see how far they fly (dependent variable). * Set a clock three hours and seven
minutes ahead. Whenever someone needs to know the time, help them figure it out by subtracting. * Write down
every adjective you say for one full day. * Learn three new jokes. Tell them to an aunt or uncle. * Design a map
of every state ever visited by people in your family. * Write or tell a story titled "What if humans had to leave the
Earth and no one remembered to turn off the last robot?" * Find ten rocks smaller than a dime. * Using paper,
tape, and string, design, build, and test a device that warns you when someone opens the kitchen cabinet. *
Imagine, create, and fly a full-size flag that tells the world about you.
❤ Ms. Cahill
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Joanne Arellanes has created the following “Writing Tips for At-Home Learners”. Imagine poems being created
by the “grands” together.

WRITING TIPS FOR AT-HOME LEARNERS

These writing activities can be completed using topics with which students are already
familiar or resources that are readily available to them.
Write an acrostic poem about a favorite holiday.
Write a poem about a family member or the weather that includes the five senses.
Write a poem about something in nature that fascinates you.
Write a poem about a news article either in the newspaper, online, or on television.
Give advice to someone younger or older than you are. It could be a letter to a student coming
into your grade next fall.
Describe a season (spring, summer, fall, winter) without using the name of that season.
Read a passage from a book: Pick out 15 or 20 words and arrange them into a poem.
In addition to thinking about schooling, we were thinking about all of us as we have had to become accustomed
to social-distancing and sheltering in place. There continues to be no idea when schools will open again and
what teaching and classrooms will be like when they do.
__________________________________________________________________________________________
So, Diane Footman is offering “Health Mindfulness Tips” she came across.
HEALTH MINDFULNESS TIPS
Frog and Toad Go Grocery Shopping
Frog and Toad went down to the grocery store.
Disappointed, Frog and Toad pushed their grocery cart down the long,
completely empty aisle where the toilet paper used to be.
“Toad,” said Frog, “there is no more toilet paper.
Toad lowered his head in frustration.
“I told you to get extra two weeks ago,” said Toad.
“I know,” said Frog, “I am sorry.”
“What are we going to do!” exclaimed Toad.
Next, they turned a corner and found themselves among the teas and coffees. Frog stopped abruptly and held up
a package of coffee filters. Toad stared at Frog in disgust.
“They are soft,” said Frog, “and biodegradable.”
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Toad thought about his options and sighed. “Put them in the cart,” said Toad.
During this time of personal and professional stress, Diane Footman, SARA’s Membership Chairperson is
passing along some health mindfulness tips she came across.
Everyday:
1. Walk outdoors
2. Listen to music
3. Call a friend! Not text, call!
4. Journal these 5 things daily.
ASK YOURSELF
A) What happened today that was the biggest perk?
B) What did I learn today?
C) What mistakes did I make today (What did I not do that I needed to do?)?
D) What do I want to accomplish tomorrow?
E) What am I grateful about?
5. Thank God (Personal Choice) for item #4 E. Express it Verbally and Loudly!
SARA hopes these tips are useful, or, if you like, make up your own!
Are you changing your scenery? It’s a bit difficult to do when sheltering in place until at least May 22nd, according
to the Sacramento County Health department. How about working in a different room? Now that the weather is
beautiful, work outside. Walk outside to listen to the birds. Keep yourself creative. Is your list of the daily mustdo’s short? We just aren’t going to get as much done with kids at home, distance learning, technology issues, etc.
SARA hopes all of these ideas stir up others to help teachers with distance learning and families with sheltering in
place. Will you add your own ideas to our website: sacareareading.com
Let’s get conversations going to help each other. Life is different for all of us; let’s make it outstanding!
WEB RESOURCES TO EXPLORE:
California Reading Association is offering webinars, listed at
the end of this newsletter.
Many textbook publishers are offering webinars related more
than to their specific products, but how to do effective distance
instruction. These are intended to help teachers rather than for students to tune into.
Saddleback Publishing has weekly seminars on helping students who struggle with learning.
Google: Saddleback Educational
The latest was “Using Technology Tools to Teach Comprehension Strategies”.
Crayola.com/CreativelyAlive There’s a program called Champion Creatively Alive Children sponsored by
Crayola and the Nat’l Assoc of Elem. School Principals. Look for the “52 Creative Ideas for 52 Weeks of Fun”
which has phenomenal ideas to suggest to families to stimulate imaginations, tech-free and provide time to listen
to each other.
You Tube: ChatterPix Kids
AutoDesk Sketchbook
Storyboard That
Author Patricia Newman offers wonderful ideas on her website: https://www.patriciamnewman.com/
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We talked about scavenger hunts. Morgan McAllister has located this website.
https://www.weareteachers.com/scavengerhunts/?utm_source=WAT_MDR&utm_medium=Enews&utm_campaign=WAT_Enews04162020
By now each person reading this has located or created ideas for distance learning and for homeschool learning.
Please share them on our Sacramento Area Reading Association Facebook page or website: sacareareading.com
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
SPRING BOOK NOOK 2020
by Joanne Arellanes
Online instruction is more complicated and, at times, less rewarding than the classroom. Not everyone tunes in
for the Zoom instruction, and the extraneous noises (dogs barking, people talking, etc.) make effective
communication challenging.
April was Poetry Month, and poetry is always a great mode for reviewing previously learned or introducing new
concepts in these last weeks of the school year. Author David Greenberg offers some tips for using poetry.
DON’Ts: Stay away from the mechanical approach by stating explicitly that you do not want any rhyming. Most
rhyming is forced and usually ends up with something like this:
“Once I had a spoon
It was in the month of June
And suddenly I heard a tune
Of a raccoon
But no it was only a balloon
DO: Focus on Sounds, Imagination, Imagery, and Feelings. Poetry is a performing art, so avoid cute, singsongish poetry. Before your online lesson, practice reading the poem or type of poem you are presenting. As
students compose their poems, remember content, not form is important. Only praise their efforts, never criticize.
If possible, present neutral samples written by other students near their own age.
Since students may be sharing the computer or chrome book with others in the family, short responses will most
likely work best.
The Quiet Book by Deborah Underwood is a good place to begin. Not really a poem, the book features something
quiet on each page accompanied by an illustration: “Coloring in the lines quiet”, “Hide-and-seek
quiet”, Swimming underwater quiet”, even a not-so-good quiet, like “Thinking of a good reason
you drawing on the wall quiet.”
Create an appetite for words with Fortunately by Remy Charlip. Written in 1964, this book is still
appropriate today as it depicts one misadventure after another experienced by our hero, Ned.
“Fortunately, one day Ned got a letter that said, Come to a Surprise Party.’” “But, unfortunately, the party was in
Florida, and he was in New York.” Ned finally gets to the party after a series of unfortunate and fortunate events,
all of which are pretty wild. This book stimulates the imagination as each student creates one fortunate situation
and one unfortunate situation. Put together, they can create a book, and the children will never forget the meanings
of fortunately and unfortunately.
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A Huge Hog is a Big Pig by Francis McCall & Patricia Keeler is a jumping off place for
Hink Pinks, two word rhyming descriptors of common items. “A wet hound is a soggy
doggy.” “A silly rabbit is a funny bunny.” I realize I David Greenberg advised avoiding
rhyme, but Hink Pinks thrive on it.
Windy Day: Stories and Poems by Caroline Feller Bauer includes poems about just that.
Crick! Crack!
By Eve Merriam
Crick! Crack!
Wind at my back.
Snit! Snat!
Snatched off my hat.
Whew! Whew!
It blew and blew.
Snapped at my ears,
Flipped at my shoes,
And now I’ve got only
One mitten to lose.
AGAIN AND AGAIN
By Kazue Mizumura
Again and again,
The wind wipes away the clouds
And shines up the moon.
Brainstorm reminders of the recent rains, the explosion of green, the warmth of the sun, and the bursts of color as
flowers appear. Nature, hopefully, is all around them as they spend time at home.
Never Take a Pig to Lunch And Other Poems About the Fun of Eating selected by Nadine Bernard Westcott
allows students to access something they well know—food! From “School Lunch” to “Picnic” to “Snow Cone”,
they will be reminded of their favorite, or not so favorite dishes. While most of the poems in the book rhyme,
theirs may not. It’s the vividness of the eating experience we want students to remember.
Many poems in the book are easy to remember and memorize and could be used to open
your Zoom classroom.
Most of your students are at home with family members. Fathers, Mothers, Sisters,
Brothers, a Collection of Family Poems by Mary Ann Hoberman will stimulate ideas for a
poem about a family member or a friend they may not be able to see right now. Brainstorm
games they play together, activities they share, foods they like, etc.
A my name is Alice by Jane Bayer with pictures by Steven Kellogg is a fun way to use
alliteration. Each page depicts a husband and wife, a place, and a product. “A my name is
Alice and my husband’s name is Alex. We come from Alaska and we sell ants.” In the book the animals are
identified by type, as “Alice is an ape.” Alex is an anteater.” But that requirement could be eliminated. Stick
figures could be substituted.
Haiku is an accessible form of poetry for almost any grade level with its 5-7-5 syllable format. Two sources of
Haiku are Cool Melons—Turn to Frogs!--the Life and Times of Issa, translated by Matthew Gollub, and If Not
for the Cat by Jack Prelutsky. The first shares the story of Issa’s life and his poems.
Sparrow chicks-Look out! Look out!
Make way for Mr. Horse.
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A kitten
Stomps on falling leaves,
Holds them on the ground.
If Not for the Cat uses full-page illustrations to illustrate text, such as the jellyfish with
Boneless, translucent,
We undulate, undulate,
Gelatinously
What luscious words!
A two-page spread of a sloth highlights
I am slow I am.
Slowest of the slow I am.
In my tree I am.
The sloth Haiku could focus on a single word: fast, quiet, colorful, big, etc., depending on the animal or object
being described. If each student is not able to exactly replicate the Haiku form, do not belabor the point. Creating
the imagery, developing the vocabulary are more important goals.
The challenges you and your students face are enormous right now. Hopefully, poetry will provide a successful
vehicle for student writing in these final weeks of the school year. Good Luck!!

PANDEMIC ESCAPISM
A-ah, the house is quiet... Children and pets are settled for the night. I reach for
one of my favorite books, pull up a cozy blanket, and escape into a spellbinding
mystery.
If you check out the list of 10 best-selling works of fiction each week, it’s a sure
bet you will find several mysteries on it. Mysteries carry the reader along in variety
of settings, both foreign and domestic, through decades of history, and multiple
genres of crime. During our current “shelter in place” existence, I recommend a few of my favorite mystery writers
for your enjoyment.
Louise Penny tops my list. She is a Canadian author of mystery novels set in Quebec. Armand Gamache of the
Surete is the leading character in each book, but he is surrounded by a cast of friends and associates who play
everchanging roles in each mystery. With their roots in the fictitious town of Three Pines, the stories depict the
characters through both positive and negative lenses. No one is ever exactly as he or she seems. Begin with her
first novel Still Life to build the world of Gamache. More than mysteries, Penny’s novels, particularly her dialogue,
are to be savored as insights into human character and motivation.
Right behind Penny is Dona Leon whose series of crime novels are set in Venice. While Leon grew up in New
Jersey, she lived for 30 years in Venice and more recently resides in Switzerland. Comissario Bruno Brunetti,
under the supervision of the vain and self-serving buffoon, Vice Questore Patta, pursues justice within the
inefficient and corrupt Italian/Venetian society. Aided by his stalwart assistant, Vianello, and the mysteriously
resourceful, Signorina Elettra, Brunetti is sometimes able to solve crimes, render justice, and exact retribution
outside the law. Mouthwatering Italian cuisine and humorous, but biting analysis of Italian society are often
delivered by Brunetti’s wife, Paola, a university professor. I recommend a pairing of Leon’s first book, Death in
La Fenice and a more recent one, Falling in Love as introductions to her work. Both are set in the Venetian Opera
House and characters from the first novel reappear in the later book.
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Charles Todd (and Caroline Todd, his mother) write a series of psychologically complex detective stories set after
WWI. A victim of shellshock, Ian Rutledge, is haunted by the ghost of Hamish Macleod a Scot in his command
who refused to participate in yet another futile charge across no-mans-land. Rutledge is forced to shoot Macleod
who then becomes his constant companion. Throughout the series Hamish often acts as a sixth sense in helping
Rutledge solve his crimes. A Test of Wills is the first book in the series which has Rutledge returning to England
and his position on the police force.
Another outstanding author whose books are set in post-WWI England is Jacqueline Winspear. Winspear’s
heroine is Maisie Dobbs, the title of the first book in her series. Maisie, a battlefield nurse, under her benefactor,
Maurice, becomes at observing, deducting, and synthesizing events and behavior. These she combines, along with
a bit of personal paranormal sixth sense ability, to solve cases. Maisie is often asked to do a bit of undercover work
for the police or English government which takes her to foreign locales. Family and friends make up Maisie’s
personal history which progresses through each book. While Winspear was born and raised in Kent England, she
now lives In Marin, California. Her grandfather, severely injured in WWI, stimulated an interest in the era for
Winspear. When a riding accident injured her right arm, she quit her job and began writing with her left hand.
Alan Bradley’s heroine is 11-year-old Flavia de Luce who loves chemistry and solving mysteries so much that
she can be found in the laboratory or tearing around on her bicycle putting clues together. A Canadian mystery
writer, Bradley’s first book is The Sweetness at the Bottom of the Pie.
Here's a challenge for you to share with your students. This was presented to our CRA Regional Director, Jake
Van Ruiten, by his second-grade daughter. Together they worked out the answers, which we can provide, if
needed. Try to name the title of each of the twelve favorite children's literature books. This could be a good
contest for your class to do.
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Session 1:

CRA Spring
Webinar Series
Thursdays at

April 30th 4:00-4:45 PM
Lori Oczkus
Reading Rescue with the
Fab 4:
Comprehension

4:00 PM
Session 2

Strategies to Accelerate

Learning NOW.
Session 3

May 7th

May 21th

Dr. Adria Klein

Dr. Kathy Perez

Different Students, Different

Dynamic Differentiation:

Needs, Different Support –

Multiple Pathways to

Using Running Records to

Literacy Success!

Meet the needs of English
Learners

Session
4 May
28th
Dynamic
Differentiation:

Benefits of attending the webinar:
Watch model lessons, resources to use with students for teachers and parents,
Question and Answer session with the speakers.

Multiple
to
Dr.
Nancy Pathways
Akhavan: Literacy
Literacy Success!
Ideas

L
Join literacy experts in weekly
conversations about how to make
a difference with students before
the end of the year.
Register now on the California Reading Association website:
Californiareading.org

Session #2 May 7,2020 4:00-4:45 PM

Dr. Adria Klein

Different Students, Different Needs, Different Support – Using Running
Records to Meet the needs of English Learners
In Change Over Time (page 95), Marie Clay wrote: If we harness the established power of
children’s oral language to literacy learning from the beginning, so that literacy knowledge
and oral language processing power move forward together, linked and patterned from the
start, that will surely be more powerful. In this webinar, we will provide an overview of the
foundational importance of oral language, identify teaching that fosters oral language and
literacy development, and discuss the reciprocity between oral language, and reading and
writing. The focus will be on English learners including analyzing running records to deepen
understanding of language structure.
Benefits of joining the webinar:
1) Understand how to address the widely varying needs of students in the same small reading
group.
2) Access free handouts and teaching ideas for reading and writing in small groups to support
language development.
3) Questions and Answer session with Adria.

Session # 3 May 21,2020 Dr. Kathy Perez

Dynamic Differentiation: Multiple Pathways to Literacy Success!
Looking for successful, easy-to-implement tools and techniques to integrate differentiated reading
instruction? Interested in creating learning environments that address the diversity in the classroom? Tune
into this webinar to find out how. There are multiple routes to literacy success and differentiation can lead the
way! This session looks at how differentiation strategies applied to literacy can be designed to help students
learn a range of skills including, phonics, comprehension, fluency, word prediction, and story prediction.
Learn classroom-tested approaches to content, process and product and how to blend whole-class, group
and individual instruction.
Benefits of attending: Participants will…
•

Engage in techniques designed to maximize the potential of low-achieving as well as advanced
learners

•

Discover multiple ways to address engagement, action, and expression in your room

•

Fill your reading toolkit with new ways to help all students make sense of what they read

Session #4 May 28,2020 4:00 4;45 PM Dr. Nancy Akhavan

Will share literacy ideas.

